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leaps

it’s spring; you know the drill.
the heater roars its final bursts of heat,
the leaves are brown and brittle.

saturday morning still, as the air 
around us, we wait inside with baited 
breath whilst things outside us grow. 

oversized jumpers coat our bones 
like moss, and i find lost cinema stubbs 
down the back of the sofa. you itch.

we’ve got a quota, a running total of hours
spent seething under damp ceilings waiting
for the world to wake. counting down each hour 

until it’s time to walk the streets of Salford 
without reason. the squirrels drop their nuts 
and run; gasping into a new season.



situation summer

chewed up in the choice of the move, 
the season spits us out the other side like pips. 
in search of a new life, we’re waving at neighbours 
and stealing smiles from strangers; trying to make contact. 
we relax in the anticipation that something will happen soon.

new rooms prickle with the heat and people speak with alien 
accents in the street. what we do not say is stilted and when 
she leaves every day it’s to stake a claim in something else, 
performing to a crowd until she’s bought.  (muted 
by the mornings i stay indoors, until august is a 
flush of hushed visits, unspoken agreements that i am not in.)
we’ve comfort in common until she doesn’t come back.
 
in the house of the man who fed me lines and called me delicate 
i took a photo of two green chairs in the garden, faded and buckled 
like couples breaking against each other, all the while thinking; 
‘will i ever?’



a poem for no-one

my umbrella broke at the stalk on that 
stormy walk home, flying into oncoming 
traffic as we stood laughing. beyond help,
this apartment block speaks for itself.

back when we’re taking late lunches,
trading numbers and advances leaving us 
in nightclubs, half-cut, and wondering.

back when i’m donating my chips
to the taxi floor, hugging you harder than before,
searching for signal and coming home to three x’s

back when we’re next pouring hands over hips
like warm water, cupping mulled wine 
in winter and you’re quieter, not quite mine.

back when we’re punching in numbers
riding the lift for as long as a kiss could take;
the elevator doors open like a curtain call

back when we’re sodden, stepping over 
metro leaves, checking our horoscopes for
hope before it’s time to get back to work.  

 
three hundred days and i’m back here with a 
different face. we held and sipped mulled wine,
my chair tilting in reverse. and later, our linked 
arms following that same inky, november path. 



moving in

there’s a picture of a corner shop printed

on the tiles in the kitchen, boasting linen and

fresh produce from centuries ago. i sweep

coffee granules from the counter, lift twin

steaming cups to the bedroom. the floorboards

creak and groan. all my stuff’s laid out; clothes

piled in a new wardrobe, big enough to hide in.

curtains and bed sheets clash like dogs and cats.

i said goodbye but kept my keys. like i was never

really leaving, made plans for curry and cocktails

so i could still be that ghost. floating from room to

room and calling each one home. anonymity at large.

i’ve a list of broken postcodes on my phone

reminding me where to go. each door is left ajar.

sticky limbed and silent at 2AM, i sweep the covers

from my shoulders. we try to sleep, in this strange

hotel hell with someone else’s heating bill. empty

mugs and boxes have piled up. there’s a special

spot for baggage in a house where people speak

too loud. i’ll cry about it when the lights are out,

but tomorrow - we’ll explore this town.



blowjobs

we marched for equality
but i'm still in bed feeling lousy
about the way we fit.

and we fit so well
but sometimes something gets
left out. i pull away

as you doze off, slipping
into sleep whilst i lay restless
in my bra and knickers.

making up chants in the basement
lab about how everyone deserves
respect, i feel worthless now

at one am, knowing it's not
forced nor chosen how i lulled
you into love to lay untouched

like a nameless girl
undone by nameless acts,
mouth numb, swollen-tongued.



not drinking

two cold coffees in, i’m antsy,
knowing i’ve got hours left. in a flashy
northern bar deemed fashionable, i’m
sinking expresso shots over a panini.

when i agreed to meet him after work
he told me not to drink. suggested it, rather, 
in a voice laden with apprehension;
“i know how you get”.

thinking of that night when i cried over
nothing, argued over walking home alone 
and told him that i loved him

and it’s fair that honesty over beer can 
seem repulsive, like life stories told to strangers 
at the bus stop, so i order carrot cake and mochas 
and settle in for the long haul.



past and present

not the implausibility of an email,
yours is a voice which kicks and screams,
a shriek like dragging heels across pavement.
talk to me. a beacon of black and green.
not the sweet smile of nostalgia which
makes my stomach flip, you've got hips
and hands which grip him, then and now.
he pulls away. not a text the next day,
apologetic or regretful. i wake next morning
to the dread, hours in bed spent sleeping with
my head against his chest. not a story to be
told again, with reassuring words like “heals”
and “time”. not an ending, not a victory,
neither yours nor mine.



erotic fiction

it can’t be art
you say, licking your finger to
pick at the pages, pausing to frown 
at the women in various stages
of undress. 

it becomes a test; 
we break spines in pursuit of the 
dirtiest publication to show you, 
all rubber limbs and slick skin. 

you mocked the erotic, couldn’t 
understand the positions they made, 
said you saw it as a gender betrayed;
a selfish woman who just wouldn’t wait.

but something slips in, through the 
staged scenes and silent Os of the page
and whilst you use words like hedon
you look at me differently, even though.

the glossy photos were a contamination
you refused to have a hand in, but when 
you told me god had abandoned them
the scowl on your face was 
half disgusted, half afraid.



digging up flowers

I
he bought me tulips, their yellow beaks 
barely open. the days are still dark. with 
idle hearts and busy hands we get by, typing 
through the nine-to-five and meeting later
to moan about the day. we pick indian 
confectionary, sickly sweet his sticky 
fingers brush my cheek. under sheets 
we invent music, kingdoms, speaking
in a new language of whispered confidences.

II
something is lost in the lights of the sign. 
reflected, the casino’s spaghetti letters
ripple beyond recognition when i ask him
‘what do people do when they go out?’
his hands mime along the canal-side,
shrugging. pieces of us are missing.
later, buzzing from each empty dial tone,
my fingers scrape the screen like a spade 
ploughing silently into the cold earth (as if 
to dig up flowers). the silt-water vase 
goes unnoticed.

III
the ground sighs and opens, giving in
to new shoots. bent is the shape we make, 
cupping coffee mugs and leaning over tables, 
a tempo beat by frustrated fingers never still, 
i've not seen him since tuesday, and you say: 
'every bargain bucket bouquet eventually wilts'. 
you were wise then.



it's not new york but it'll do

we wept in empty box rooms
and kept trinkets, faded cinema tickets
from the slate-grey town we once lived in.
before we made this our own;
grinning through the groan of public transport
we placed new words over that pop song.
oh manchester, this is where we're from.

under northern skies we watch our breath,
unemployed and over-invoiced, the bill
pile builds. gritty street graffiti by the canal-side
asks for one more minute, adopted by the city
we are urban orphans, smoking through it.

in stinking streaky bacon cafes my napkin
boasts anthologies, knock-kneed sestinas
on the table between us. a toe's tapped
pattern of minimum wage heartache
and manchester, make no mistake
this love story came from the self same page.



architecture

there’s a symmetry in the city.
the big issue seller greets me daily 
under concrete arches. across paths 
and alleyways i weave between the scenes.

on weekdays the city is a collage 
which thrives on wasted time. 
people in strange shops flow 
between sale rails, the tram lines cut 
and pasted: billboards warn us to expect delays.    

the city lies on a bed of love 
and paper cups, plastic wrappers and 
a century of smog. a cough caught inside 
a sleeve, it leaves dirty fingerprints
on sleek glass surfaces as the wind 
blows the city’s ribs into a creak. 

we slump like the city, amidst the funk 
of sodden streets and broken car exhausts 
we talk of better climates, bedraggled primates 
looking for a way out. when i walk past 
the playground at dusk, the empty cage of 
twisted metal railings closed to nature 
is just a way of saying: keep reality out. 



bodies

separated by noses, this is the closest i can get
to you without osmosis. we fall asleep eye to eye.

on the day they killed the terrorist, ten years
of history sealed itself in a body bag. unaware,
under the glow of the laptop i looked up at you
and cried, feeling the weights of time lift. 


